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To most modern readers the book of Ezekiel is a mystery. Few can handle Ezekiel&#39;s relentless

denunciations, his unconventional antics, his repetitive style, and his bewildering array of topics.

This excellent commentary by Daniel I. Block makes sense of this obscure and often misunderstood

prophet and demonstrates the relevance of Ezekiel&#39;s message for the church today.
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A commentary that does not skim over texts, but goes into detail of each verse (1,400 pages for the

two volumes). The two volumes have been my companion now for several months in my morning

Bible study, and will be for a few months more.Though the detail of Hebrew words is gone into, it is

done in such a way that the non-Hebrew-scholar can understand. And the "Theological implications"

sections at the end of each portion are a mine of spiritual treasures.Though I am possibly not well

placed as a layman to judge, for me it is THE study on Ezechiel to study.

This Commentary is both detailed and pastoral. I also have Leslie Allen's which is difficult to

understand and Ian Duguid's which is good but nowhere near as detailed as Block. This

commentary is highly recommended for understanding the milieu and message of Ezekiel.

The book is easy to read through with lots of footnotes. Has been a big help in understanding the



evil of idolatry and how far the implications reach even into our time today. While the original words

were given to Israel by God through Ezekiel, the message is still relevant for us. The book helps to

understand the multiple sins that were being practiced by the people that thought they were in God's

favor but in reality were not, due to their wayward state of seeking out the false gods of the pagan

nations. The book will shed light upon your own heart and show where repentance is needed since

we all are guilty of idolatry in various forms and degrees. The book helps in unpacking the symbolic

language used by Ezekiel to convey God's glory and the kinds of wrath that play out in the book.

Pick up a copy and read and grow!

This an incredible commentary and teaching vollume for the serious student of the Bible. The writing

is incrediblely clear. The price might hold you back. Don't let it. This is one you'll treasure for a

lifetime.john s

Used for research and study purposes so not into the whole book, but have enjoyed the readability

and integrity of the content in these commentaries.

Very thorough review but a bit hard to read as a layman. But still highly recommended.

Excellent. Should be on the shelf of all history searchers

Wonderful prophet - balanced and context related explained. Major help in understanding Ezekiel.
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